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My journey this year has been full of theoretical context that remained constant towards my practice. Environmental 
concerns surrounding global oil spills and usage have been at the crux of my practice this year. This editorial 
position has been driven by two formative issues, the first being the 2010 BP Horizon Gulf of Mexico Oil Spill, and the 
Rena disaster on Astrolabe reef in 2011. These have galvanized my practice as a graphic designer. In this semester I 
have sought to communicate the irresponsible nature of human activity in terms of the environment.

This issue was something I felt strongly about and it surprised me as to how few people knew about the oil spills and 
the impact of the oil spill including pollution and the deterioration of our environment. When I started this project, 
I knew I couldn’t stop the oil spills but I wanted to use my designs to inspire a deeper understanding of the way 
everyday consumers see oil.

In my poster I have used varieties of different elements such as texture, colors, typography and semiotics – each of 
these elements have a theoretical and positive influence on my design this year. In order to express each of these 
elements I am going to break this context down into sub categories: -

    Texture/patterns
    Colors
    Typography
    Semiotics

Using a live event as a mean to raise awareness in the youth of New Zealand about the “Environmental Catastrophe”
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Firstly I am going to start of with Textures, through out my design 
process texture has been a big part of my designs. In my design textures 
are used to express emotions.

Even though when I started my first designs their were no texture, what 
it did had at that time was patterns of oil barrels in the background to 
represent the amount of barrels. What didn’t work about these patterns 
were the size because they where so small in the back ground every time 
I printed them it came out looking like pixelated boxes.

At this point of time I started experimenting with texture. I started looking 
for textures we see in an everyday life e.g. oil barrel made of metal, oil on 
water and oil paint.

Out of all these textures only two textures were used metal and oil 
paint. When it came to adding texture to my animation it was totally 
different. Since it was not a 2D poster, my animation had constant 
camera movements and a lot of floating elements I had to be consistence 
and smart about how I am going to use the texture and how the viewer 
going to react towards it. While I was researching I came across an 
animation on green peace web page (www.greenpeace.org) designed 
by “smart bubble society” called “What’s wrong with deep sea oil?” All 
of the information that the designer is trying to address to his audience 
is communicated in just less than 2 minutes through the use of texture, 
typography, illustrations, color and voice-overs.

The texture used by green peace animation was a concert wall texture 
that made the animation look like it’s being painted on a wall that I really 

TXTURE/ PATTERNS
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liked. This video was a big inspiration I have used similar elements in my project 
such as use of texture, type, semiotics and use of colors.
Colors play a significant role in expressing emotions in my design process. I 
started of with using two colors that will signify sea and oil so I used blue and 
black. After constant research in to colors and their representation and applying 
them on my poster to record viewers reaction was quite important for me to 
progress further. I used primary color associations such as blue to represent 
water, green to represent the environment, yellow to represent hope, sunshine, 
illness and black to represent power, fear, death sadness and in my designs I 
have used to represent oil spill. One of the scenarios that occurred while I was 
experimenting with bright colors which often-express excitement where I used 
yellow and orange, I wanted to use that to attract viewers attention. So, I displayed 
it to my audience to seek their reaction towards that particular poster.

Intriguingly they all had one thing in common they all said the colors were too 
bright for the information that I’m trying to address became vague. What I was 
experimenting in that poster was the use of positive colors to communicate 
negative affects which didn’t work. So went back to using the basic color format 
that I had for my poster and stuck to using black and white, where is for my motion 
graphic colors were used to set up viewer’s emotion/reaction. In my motion 
graphic, I have constant changes in color that has used to signify each scene. 
The color format that I have used for my motion graphic is similar to my poster I 
have used same environmental colors in motion graphics to sustain balance with 
type and semiotics used in the animation and also with my posters. The Idea of 
using flat colors on texture came from the Green peace animation “What wrong 
deep sea oil?” through out the animation the designer has used flat universal 
environmental colors that a viewer sees in his/her every day’s life that makes the 
viewer apart of his animation.

COLORS
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Typography is used as the main source of communication in my designs. 
I have experimented a lot with type from working with the space between 
the text and its placement. Working with the type size to make certain 
words, letter or number to highlight.

In my first Typography poster design I used typography to construct an 
explanation symbol that a viewer can see clearly from distance to give the 
design a sense of statement. As the viewer gets closer to the symbol the 
text becomes more visible and readable.

I also experimented with angles of Typography inspired by “Russian 
Constructivism” where designers use geometric construction to design a 
page. Alexander Rodchenko designs have eye-catching images with bright 
colors, geometric shapes, and bold lettering. The lettering of most of 
these designs was intended to create a reaction, and function on emotional 
and substantive levels. In my poster design and motion graphic I have used 
similar strategy with bold lettering and bright colors.

Typography in Simon Robson animation “What Barry Says” is plain and 
simple with the use of bold lettering and constant changes in camera 
angel’s makes it more effective. I tried using the similar technique with 
type in my animation but mostly inspired by Russian constructivism.

Typography

CONTEXTUAL DONCUMENT

Semiotic is the study of signs, symbols and signification. I have used Iconic signs in my design to communicate the bigger picture 
involving the oil spill and its affects.

I have experimented a lot with the scale of my sign. I started off using my sign as a logo with “type” but soon realized the 
strength of the Iconic sign on it’s own.

I decided to research more into similar semiotic Iconic signs/ illustrations by other designer. I made constant developments to 
my Iconic sign and displayed it to my audience to get feed back for on going improvements to my sign.

Inspired by Shepard Fairy “Peace” mural has been a major turning point in my design work. By having the flower around the dove 
bird it signifies that we have to make a constant growth to achieve peace in our community, just like a lotus flower that grows in 
mud and yet comes out flourishing. I have applied the similar strategy for my semiotic design by turning signs into pattern; this 
pattern was then used to form into a shape of a flower.

CONTEXTUAL DONCUMENT
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Research

Research was the most important for this particular context. Since I am talking about the real event that has occurred not just in New Zealand 
but also all over the world I had to build a solid base. I started of with researching the use of oil, its disadvantages and advantages. Oil has 
become a part of our life style today and we cannot live with out it. It provides us electricity, ways to go places by car, plane, ship, we also 
use it to build roads so on. What we don’t see or notice is the effect on environment. I’m talking about the oil spill and oil blow out which is 
very common when drilling for oil. It not just affects environment or the people who are living near the spill but also the wild life and the sea 
mammals. Oil Spill in Nigeria Delta, Gulf of Mexico, Rena are just some of the names where this catastrophe has occurred and affected the not 
just the environment but the wild life and sea mammals. “Oil that is spilled into bodies of water never truly disappears; it forms deposits near 
the bottom of the sea, evaporates as gas into the atmosphere, and in smaller particles, gets absorbed into various aquatic life” Bottom line, the 
oil doesn’t go away says Julia.

To research oil more in depth I followed four major methodologies that helped me gather most of the information about oil and political/
environmental design. These methods are Motion Graphics, Visual survey of Documentaries, Info-graphics and Web blogs.

When I was not seeing any success through my designs I used info graphs as a statistical data analysis strategy. I did this by transferring the 
major extractions received from my research. The idea was to use info graphs to help me come up with new innovative concept designs to 
achieve my objectives. At the start I faced failures on top of failures it was not because I didn’t have right information but my aim was too broad 
which made things very complicated.  There were times when I had given up the method I was using. I went back and forward with my research 
trying to figure out what I was missing, where I was going wrong but the issue was found to be my aim. As soon as I got my aim to the point I 
wanted to communicate the constant research into info graph lead me to do more experiments and explore different techniques within info 
graphics. These Info graphs opened new visual ideas for me. It enabled me to pick illustrations and text that expanded my designs further on to 
meeting my objectives.

CONTEXTUAL DONCUMENT

Outcome

Throughout this semester, I created series of posters and motion graphic to attract offline and online audience.

I want to highlight with my posters the dangers of corporate irresponsibility and the fact that Oil is not everything that matters. I want to 
convey my message of the oil impacting the environment and the life surrounding us! The above is only a reason as to my focus on the 
contemporary issue related to the environment but the bigger idea is to raise awareness about the past events in order to change the 
future.

Footnote:-

    Julia”go beyond oil (greenpeace UK campaign)”Thought Bubble. 3 Septembe 2010 Web. May 15, 2012
    http://thoughtbubble.org/environment/a-greenpeace-thought-bubble-go-beyond-oil

Reading list: -
Books

    Barthes, Roland. “Rhetoric Of the Image.” The photography Reader. London: Routledge. 2003. 95- 109. Print.
    Poynor, Rick, and Jan . Toorn. Jan Van Toorn: “Critical Practice”. Rotterdam: 010 Publishers, 2008. Print.
    Van,Toorn J. “Designs Delight”. Rotterdam: 010 Publishers, 2006. Print.
    McQuiston, Liz. “Graphic Agitation: Social and Political Graphics Since the Sixties”. London: Phaidon, 2000. Print
    Lodder, Christina. Russian Constructivism. New Haven: Yale University Press, 1983. Print.

WEBSITES

    Green Peace Campaign UK.”Go Beyond Oil”. YouTube.24 Aug 2010. GreenpeaceUK. 21 May2012.
    Greenpeace NZ. “Oil on Canvas”. Youtube.11 Dec, 2011. Greenpeacenz. 22 May 2012.
    Secret Of Seven Sisiters. “Desert Storms And Fortunes”.Youtube. 3 Feb, 2012. CanalDisponivel. 03 Apr 2012.
    Conspiracy Theory. “Jesse Ventura BP Oil Spill”. Youtube.8 Aug 2011.TheNWOtruth. 15 April 2012.
    Unkown “Oil spill volumes infographic.” Green Peace NZ. 12 Oct 2011. Web. 18 April. 2012.
    Abel, Steve “Rena ‘ghost birds’ appear in Auckland.” Green Peace NZ. 12 Dec 2011. Web. 18 April. 2012.
    Robson, Simon“What Barry Says” Knife Party. Feb 2004.Web. March 28,2012
    Unknown”Shepard Fairey “Peace Dove” New Mural Defaced In Copenhagen, Denmark.”Streetartnews. August03,2011.Web.June 10,2012
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In this poster design I was experimenting with the typeface,
color and its placement within the work space.

The colors used within these poster are blue to repersent 
the ocean and the yellow to repersent the new day.
The typeface used in these poster are mostly bold san sarif
font used to grab viewers attention.

After going through sevreal itrations I decided to go with 
this poster.

Illustrator
Photoshop

P�ter1

So�ware usedSoftware Used

In this poster design I was experimenting with the 
typeface,color and its placement within the work space.

The colors used on these posters are blue to repersent 
the ocean, the yellow to repersent the new day and 
black to represent the oil spill.The typeface used in 
these posters are mostly bold san sariffont used to grab 
viewers attention. 

After going through sevreal itrations I decided to go 
with this poster.

Rena Poster1

Software Used

Rena P�ter2
For this poster design I was experimenting with the texture,
color and semiotics.

Illustrator

For this poster design I experimented with the texture, 
colours and semiotics.
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Sup, my name is TANGA and this is me getting my first ever cheque. School gave me
$2000 for doing what I do. I don’t know what to do with this cash money.

Damn I can’t FINK, I don’t know wehter I should save and do sh*t all or 
buy me a ride that I can cruise in with the homies. Aite lets go see the boiez.

Sup ya’ll what do you reckon I should do with the dough.
Freddy: My mate’s gotta a “G” ride that he can hook you up with.
Andy: You gonna need a loan though dawg.

Even the amount of money I make at McDonald’s I would never be able to afford a 
car this year. Sir I need $3000 loan.
Tommy: I have a great deal for you son, I will give you 2months interest free loan. 
If you get a credit card today. 

YAY!!! Finally got the car. Took Freddy for a ride as well went to
town picked couple of girls had a great time. 
Man I love my ride.

OMG WOW, that’s crazy people 
lossign jobs and sh*t. Thank god 
I still have my job.

WTF!!! NOOOO What did I do  to deserve this GOD. How am I 
gonna pay my loan back now. NO I dont no what to do.

NOOOO!!!! Andy and Freddy dont want to talk to me any more 
WTF.. BANK took my car. MY LIFE IS HELL.. Fc*k this 
fc*k everything I’m gonna see Abdula for some help.

GRRRHH!!!.. WTF dawg aite just this 
   time I’ll hook you up but next
       time you aint getting any.

Abdula I need some help . I cant think straight any more 
Life just beacome hell for me now. I’m sick of this. I want 
good mecdication.

NOOO OMG NOO.. IM SOOOOOO HIGH... This feels so much better.. 

SUP B
oiez

Sound
s goo

d 

to m
e.

Son I have an offer you 
can’t refuse

Dannnggggg!!!

SUP 

SUP 

Yea BOIE

Yea BOIE now
 tha

t’s 

gang
ster

2pac: picture me rolling in my 500 hunderd benz, I gawt no love for these n****s, there’s no need to be 

friednz, they gawt me on survelince.

Man 
fc*k 

Mcdo
nald’s

. 

Never
 liked

 thei
r che

ese 

burge
rs an

y wa
y

Man 
fc*k 

RECES
SION

I nee
d mo

re tis
sues..

..

.

GRRRHH!!..
    Watchu want 
 liltle man

SUP A
BDULA

BANK 
TOOK 

MY LIF
E AWA

Y.

They w
orse th

en PO 
PO.

give 
me y

our 

mone
y BIT

*H

TO BE CONTINUED

Untitled-1   1 12/11/11   2:37 PM

Untitled-1   1 12/11/11   2:41 PM

Software Used

Bird Design
The Text 
goes here

Illustrator

Comic Poster/Sign  
This poster design tragets students aged 17-23 
year’s old who falls in the trap of getting a loan 
or credit card.

The concept behind this project was to aware 
the students so that they can avoid falling in a 
traps of getting a personal loan, car loan or any 
kind of loan.

This sign symbolizes the traps of money that 
banks lay out for students. The spider web acts 
as a symbol to remind us that the choices we 
make construct our lives,

In this poster design I was experimenting with the typeface,
color and its placement within the work space.

The colors used within these poster are blue to repersent 
the ocean and the yellow to repersent the new day.
The typeface used in these poster are mostly bold san sarif
font used to grab viewers attention.

After going through sevreal itrations I decided to go with 
this poster.

Illustrator
Photoshop

P�ter1

So�ware usedSoftware Used

Rena P�ter3

Illustrator

3Olympic
Swimming pools

ENOUGH TO FILL

ENTERS IN OUROF WASTE OIL+

For this poster design,I experimented with the type, 
scale and colours.

I started of with creating a skull with type. Since skull 
is a universal symbol of death. I thought it would 
be a good idea to use skull as a metaphor however 
the audience struggled to capture the image which 
I wanted to deliver. So I went back to drawing board 
to ascertain what I wanted to convey to my audience. 
Since I was talking about the ocean I started thinking 
about sea mammals and the first thing came to my 
mind was a fish, as fish is an important resource 
worldwide, especially as food and in the aquatic 
industry.

While I was creating fish, I created it in a way that 
it looks almost like a living bomb. Which gives the 
poster the connotational meaning to symbolize the 
after affect of the oil explosion on our environment, 
wild life and sea mammals.  
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Software Used

Bird Design
The Text 
goes here

Illustrator

Lyrical Typography 
Poster
This lyrical typography poster was designed using famous 
NZ musician Che Fu lyrics “Chains” for boxers to motivate 
them while they train in the gym. This is also to show 
public what a boxer goes through every time when he/ 
she steps in the ring and what they fight for. 

In this poster design I was experimenting with the typeface,
color and its placement within the work space.

The colors used within these poster are blue to repersent 
the ocean and the yellow to repersent the new day.
The typeface used in these poster are mostly bold san sarif
font used to grab viewers attention.

After going through sevreal itrations I decided to go with 
this poster.

Illustrator
Photoshop

P�ter1

So�ware used
Software Used

Bird Design
The Text 
goes here

Illustrator

Bird Design
My exploration and investigation towards the rena oil 
spill helped me to create my final bird design. Since 
penguin were the majority of birds died in the oil spill. 
I decided I wanted the to use the shape of penguin 
and include other wild life and sea mammals died in 
the spill. I also used oil rigs to represent the cause of 
most oil spills. 
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Software Used

Bird Design
The Text 
goes here

Illustrator

My Life My Journey
Mapping

In this design I have used tattoo designs to map my life 
and my journey in New Zealand. Since semotictis in 
tattoo hold denotational and connotational meaning. 

In this poster design I was experimenting with the typeface,
color and its placement within the work space.

The colors used within these poster are blue to repersent 
the ocean and the yellow to repersent the new day.
The typeface used in these poster are mostly bold san sarif
font used to grab viewers attention.

After going through sevreal itrations I decided to go with 
this poster.

Illustrator
Photoshop

P�ter1

So�ware used

Software Used

In this poster design I was experimenting with the typeface,
color and its placement within the work space.

The colors used within these poster are blue to repersent 
the ocean and the yellow to repersent the new day.
The typeface used in these poster are mostly bold san sarif
font used to grab viewers attention.

After going through sevreal itrations I decided to go with 
this poster.

Illustrator
Photoshop

P�ter1

So�ware used
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T-Shirt Design & Digital Painting
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Rena Project Final Outcome

Thank You
for your time

Series of Posters, Animation, Stickers and T-Shirt.
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